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DARIAH in Motion – Tangible infrastructure for intangible 
information
Laurent Romary, Inria & DARIAH
Sources: evidence based research 
in the humanities
Qualifying:





layout, transcription, names, 
dates
Communicating:
corpus, rights, contextualization 
Source: L. Alt’s diary
Sources in the digital world
• Increased number of digitized and born-digital sources
• Dealing with the digital life cycle
– Creation, curation, enrichment, communication, archiving
• Consequence for DARIAH
– Building on the Long-established tradition of digital arts 
and humanities research in Europe
– Contributing to sustaining data, technical services and 
above all expertise
– The central role of researchers: DARIAH as collective 
intelligence
– Sharing with outsiders: DARIAH as a platform
Building up an infrastructure
• 2006: DARIAH @ ESFRI Roadmap
• 2008 – 2011: Preparatory Phase 
project — Preparing DARIAH









































Working Groups – going bottom-up
VCC2 Working Group
Stef Scagliola, Walter Scholger, Zoe Schubert, Manfred Thaller, …
Live Version at: https://dariah.uni-koeln.de
Based on DE database (Göttingen, Cologne)
Showcase compiled in NL, implemented in DE
TaDiRAH taxonomy implemented
DARIAH Geobrowser implementation and Online 
Guide under construction
×Sustainability and accuracy of the course data
×National Moderators to edit/curate national data
> nomination  by National Coordinators
×Data curation as national In-Kind contribution?
Cultural Heritage Institutions in the Archival Directory
























Working with audio-visual 
resources
• Context:
– Giving access to INA reference corpora
• Specific condition for research
• Experience gained from the MediaEval campaing
– Strategic support from MESR and ANR
MediaEval - 2015 Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV
Working at the service of Arts and 
Humanitites
• Variety of possible digital resources
• Need to work with data providers and research 
communities
– Licencing, standardisation, technical issues
• An important aspect: disseminating a digital culture 
in the humanities
– Basic methods, good practices
• Let us speak further about all this…
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